


KJV Bible Word Studies for CONCEAL



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

conceal 2790 ## charash {khaw-rash'}; a primitive root; to scratch, i.e. (by implication) to engrave, plough; 
hence (from the use of tools) to fabricate (of any material); figuratively, to devise (in a bad sense); hence 
(from the idea of secrecy) to be silent, to let alone; hence (by implication) to be deaf (as an accompaniment 
of dumbness): -- X altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear, graven, imagine, leave off speaking, 
hold peace, plow(-er, man), be quiet, rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a word, be still,
hold tongue, worker. 

conceal 3582 ## kachad {kaw-khad'}; a primitive root; to secrete, by act or word; hence (intensively) to 
destroy: -- {conceal}, cut down (off), desolate, hide. 

conceal 3680 ## kacah {kaw-saw'}; a primitive root; properly, to plump, i.e . fill up hollows; by implication, 
to cover (for clothing or secrecy): -- clad self, close, clothe, {conceal}, cover (self), (flee to) hide, overwhelm. 
Compare 3780. 

conceal 5641 ## cathar {saw-thar'}; a primitive root; to hide (by covering), literally or figuratively: -- be 
absent, keep close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep) secret, X surely. 

cover 4780 # sugkalupto {soong-kal-oop'-to}; from 4862 and 2572; to conceal altogether: -- {cover}. 

hid 1470 # ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- {hid} in. 

hide 0613 # apokrupto {ap-ok-roop'-to}; from 575 and 2928; to conceal away (i.e. fully); figuratively, to 
keep secret: -- {hide}. 

hide 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- {hide} (self), keep 
secret, secret[-ly]. 

hide 4032 # perikrupto {per-ee-kroop'-to}; from 4012 and 2928; to conceal all around, i.e. entirely: -- {hide}.

in 1470 # ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- hid {in}. 

keep 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), {keep} 
secret, secret[-ly]. 

secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), keep 
{secret}, secret[-ly]. 

secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), keep 
secret, {secret}[-ly]. 

self 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide ({self}), keep 
secret, secret[-ly]. 

treasure 8226 ## saphan {saw-fan'}; a primitive root; to conceal (as a valuable): -- {treasure}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

conceal 02664 ## chaphas {khaw-fas'} ; a primitive root ; to seek ; causatively , to {conceal} oneself (i . e . let be sought) , or mask : -- change , (make) diligent (search) , disquise self , hide , search (for , out) . 

conceal 02790 ## charash {khaw-rash'} ; a primitive root ; to scratch , i . e . (by implication) to engrave , plough ; hence (from the use of tools) to fabricate (of any material) ; figuratively , to devise (in a bad sense) ; hence 
(from the idea of secrecy) to be silent , to let alone ; hence (by implication) to be deaf (as an accompaniment of dumbness) : -- X altogether , cease , {conceal} , be deaf , devise , ear , graven , imagine , leave off speaking , 
hold peace , plow (- er , man) , be quiet , rest , practise secretly , keep silence , be silent , speak not a word , be still , hold tongue , worker . 

conceal 03582 ## kachad {kaw-khad'} ; a primitive root ; to secrete , by act or word ; hence (intensively) to destroy : -- {conceal} , cut down (off) , desolate , hide . 

conceal 03680 ## kacah {kaw-saw'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to plump , i . e . fill up hollows ; by implication , to cover (for clothing or secrecy) : -- clad self , close , clothe , {conceal} , cover (self) , (flee to) hide , 
overwhelm . Compare 03780 . 

conceal 05341 ## natsar {naw-tsar'} ; a primitive root ; to guard , in a good sense (to protect , maintain , obey , etc .) or a bad one (to {conceal} , etc .) : -- besieged , hidden thing , keep (- er ,-ing) , monument , observe , 
preserve (- r) , subtil , watcher (- man) . 

conceal 05641 ## cathar {saw-thar'} ; a primitive root ; to hide (by covering) , literally or figuratively : -- be absent , keep close , {conceal} , hide (self) , (keep) secret , X surely . 

conceal 05642 ## c@thar (Aramaic) {seth-ar'} ; corresponding to 05641 ; to {conceal} ; figuratively , to demolish : -- destroy , secret thing . 

conceal 05956 ## ` alam {aw-lam'} ; a primitive root ; to veil from sight , i . e . {conceal} (literally or figuratively) : -- X any ways , blind , dissembler , hide (self) , secret (thing) . 

conceal 08226 ## saphan {saw-fan'} ; a primitive root ; to {conceal} (as a valuable) : -- treasure . 

conceal 0613 - apokrupto {ap-ok-roop'-to}; from 0575 and 2928; to {conceal} away (i.e. fully); figuratively, to keep secret: -- hide. 

conceal 1470 - ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to {conceal} in, i.e. incorporate with: -- hid in. 

conceal 1943 - epikalupto {ep-ee-kal-oop'-to}; from 1909 and 2572; to {conceal}, i.e. (figuratively) forgive: -- cover. 

conceal 2928 - krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to {conceal} (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), keep secret, secret [-ly]. 

conceal 4032 - perikrupto {per-ee-kroop'-to}; from 4012 and 2928; to {conceal} all around, i.e. entirely: -- hide. 

conceal 4780 - sugkalupto {soong-kal-oop'-to}; from 4862 and 2572; to {conceal} altogether: -- cover. 

conceal 5288 - hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to {conceal} (reserve): -- draw (keep) back, shun, withdraw. 

concealed 05769 ## ` owlam {o-lawm'} ; or` olam {o-lawm'} ; from 05956 ; properly , {concealed} , i . e . the vanishing point ; generally , time out of mind (past or future) , i . e . (practically) eternity ; frequentatively , 
adverbial (especially with prepositional prefix) always : -- alway (- s) , ancient (time) , any more , continuance , eternal , (for , [n-]) ever (- lasting ,-more , of old) , lasting , long (time) , (of) old (time) , perpetual , at any time 
, (beginning of the) world (+ without end) . Compare 05331 , 05703 . 

concealed 2927 - kruptos {kroop-tos'}; from 2928; {concealed}, i.e. private: -- hid(-den), inward [-ly], secret. 

concealer 04565 ## mictar {mis-tawr'} ; from 05641 ; properly , a {concealer} , i . e . a covert : -- secret (- ly , place) . 

concealing 04370 ## miknac {mik-nawce'} ; from 03647 in the sense of hiding ; (only in dual) drawers (from {concealing} the private parts) : -- breeches . 

concealing 0227 - alethes {al-ay-thace'}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and 2990; true (as not {concealing}): -- true, truly, truth. 

concealment 00492 ## 'almoniy {al-mo-nee'} ; from 00489 in the sense of {concealment} ; some one (i . e . so and so , without giving the name of the person or place) : -- one , and such . 

concealment 00653 ## 'aphelah {af-ay-law'} ; feminine of 00651 ; duskiness , figuratively , misfortune ; concrete , {concealment} : -- dark , darkness , gloominess , X thick . 

concealment 02253 ## chebyown {kheb-yone'} ; from 02247 ; a {concealment} : -- hiding . 

concealment 04364 ## makmar {mak-mawr'} ; or mikmor {mik-more'} ; from 03648 in the sense of blackening by heat ; a (hunter's) net (as dark from {concealment}) : -- net . 

concealment 04366 ## Mikm@thath {mik-meth-awth'} ; apparently from an unused root meaning to hide ; {concealment} ; Mikmethath , a place in Palestine : -- Michmethath . 

concealment 4649 - skopos {skop-os'} ( " scope " ); from skeptomai (to peer about [ " skeptic " ]; perhaps akin to 4626 through the idea of {concealment}; compare 4629); a watch (sentry or scout), i.e. (by implication) a 
goal: -- mark. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0613 + and hid + hath been hid + thou hast hid + even the hidden + that thou hast hid +/ . apokrupto 
{ap-ok-roop'-to}; from 0575 + at + On + on + ago + off + since + and on + was at + before + them at + 
because + begin at + out before + from among + to forsake + woman since + in you since + by the space + 
can ye escape + have been since + as was not since +/ and 2928 + hid + is hid + be hid + and hid + man hid +
was hid + he hideth + us and hide + and did hide + but secretly + they are hid + of the hidden + things 
which have been kept secret +/ ; to conceal away (i .e . fully); figuratively, to keep secret: --hide . 

1470 + and hid +/ . ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 + at + On + on + At + over + used + into + sake + 
Among + us at + is at + me at + among + after + out at + having + him at + and on + yet at + Not on + 
toward + are at + And at + not at + within + namely + by way + was at + against + through + they on + were
at + That at + because + up into + between + them on + Through + be about + I say at + ye among + in 
among + you into + up among + as among + man among + fields on + things on + for us at + him among + 
and is on + and ye on + and among + to pass on + that is at + throughout + him out on + us through + unto 
me at + them under + things into + thing among + And through + them before + that was at + for them at + 
unto you at + there is at + But that on + not accused + which are at + wilt thou at + them through + himself 
into + they were at + that were at + there was at + which were at + And it was at + to thee among + of 
throughout + that it was at + unto you Among + things through + shall it be at + let us wait on + and 
throughout + esteemed among + there is among + ye and believe + thyself wholly + art thou among + which 
is among + he which among + in you through + unto us through + to pass that on + with us through + which
are among + sake . And be at + unto you through + man that is among + to you that are at + not for him 
and at + of men we were among + And when they were at + shall it not be among + to them who are under 
+ that whilst we are at + for you and for them at +/ and 2928 + hid + is hid + be hid + and hid + man hid + 
was hid + he hideth + us and hide + and did hide + but secretly + they are hid + of the hidden + things 
which have been kept secret +/ ; to conceal in, i .e . incorporate with: --hid in . 

2928 + hid + is hid + be hid + and hid + man hid + was hid + he hideth + us and hide + and did hide + but 
secretly + they are hid + of the hidden + things which have been kept secret +/ . krupto {kroop'-to}; a 
primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): --hide (self), keep secret, secret[-ly] . 

4032 + and hid +/ . perikrupto {per-ee-kroop'-to}; from 4012 + at + on + how + over + above + About + 
about + state + estate + behalf + Against + against + company + affairs + touching + out about + And about 
+ man about + concerning + Concerning + As touching + our affairs + as touching + thee touching + them 
Touching + As concerning + of such manner + him concerning + and they about + And as touching + But as
touching + them concerning + and his company + For as touching + thing concerning + for as concerning + 
things concerning + and also concerning + unto you concerning + unto him Concerning + unto them and 
about + things which concern + they that were about + that were hired about + the things concerning + for 
himself concerning + of the things pertaining + it not to you concerning + for the things concerning + When
they which were about + of the things which concern +/ and 2928 + hid + is hid + be hid + and hid + man 
hid + was hid + he hideth + us and hide + and did hide + but secretly + they are hid + of the hidden + things 
which have been kept secret +/ ; to conceal all around, i .e . entirely: --hide . 

4780 + covered +/ . sugkalupto {soong-kal-oop'-to}; from 4862 + and beside + accompanied +/ and 2572 + 
Cover + be hid + covered + covereth + it is hid + was covered + shall cover + and shall hide +/ ; to conceal 
altogether: --cover . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

conceal 2790 -- charash -- X altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear,graven, imagine, leave off 
speaking, hold peace, plow(-er, man), be quiet,rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a 
word, bestill, hold tongue, worker.

conceal 3582 -- kachad -- {conceal}, cut down (off), desolate, hide.

conceal 3680 -- kacah -- clad self, close, clothe, {conceal}, cover (self), (fleeto) hide, overwhelm.

conceal 5641 -- cathar -- be absent, keep close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep)secret, X surely.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- conceal , 2790 , 3582 , 3680 , 5641 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

conceal Deu_13_08 # Thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him; neither shall thine eye pity 
him, neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal him:

conceal Gen_37_26 # And Judah said unto his brethren, What profit [is it] if we slay our brother, and 
conceal his blood?

conceal Jer_50_02 # Declare ye among the nations, and publish, and set up a standard; publish, [and] 
conceal not: say, Babylon is taken, Bel is confounded, Merodach is broken in pieces; her idols are 
confounded, her images are broken in pieces.

conceal Job_27_11 # I will teach you by the hand of God: [that] which [is] with the Almighty will I not 
conceal.

conceal Job_41_12 # I will not conceal his parts, nor his power, nor his comely proportion.

conceal Pro_25_02 # [It is] the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honour of kings [is] to search out a 
matter.

concealed Job_06_10 # Then should I yet have comfort; yea, I would harden myself in sorrow: let him not 
spare; for I have not concealed the words of the Holy One.

concealed Psa_40_10 # I have not hid thy righteousness within my heart; I have declared thy faithfulness 
and thy salvation: I have not concealed thy lovingkindness and thy truth from the great congregation.

concealeth Pro_11_13 # A talebearer revealeth secrets: but he that is of a faithful spirit concealeth the 
matter.

concealeth Pro_12_23 # A prudent man concealeth knowledge: but the heart of fools proclaimeth 
foolishness.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

conceal a thing Pro_25_02 # [It is] the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honour of kings [is] to search 
out a matter.

conceal him Deu_13_08 # Thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him; neither shall thine eye 
pity him, neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal him:

conceal his blood Gen_37_26 # And Judah said unto his brethren, What profit [is it] if we slay our brother, 
and conceal his blood?

conceal his parts Job_41_12 # I will not conceal his parts, nor his power, nor his comely proportion.

conceal not say Jer_50_02 # Declare ye among the nations, and publish, and set up a standard; publish, 
[and] conceal not: say, Babylon is taken, Bel is confounded, Merodach is broken in pieces; her idols are 
confounded, her images are broken in pieces.

conceal Job_27_11 # I will teach you by the hand of God: [that] which [is] with the Almighty will I not 
conceal.

concealed the words Job_06_10 # Then should I yet have comfort; yea, I would harden myself in sorrow: let
him not spare; for I have not concealed the words of the Holy One.

concealed thy lovingkindness Psa_40_10 # I have not hid thy righteousness within my heart; I have declared
thy faithfulness and thy salvation: I have not concealed thy lovingkindness and thy truth from the great 
congregation.

concealeth knowledge but Pro_12_23 # A prudent man concealeth knowledge: but the heart of fools 
proclaimeth foolishness.

concealeth the matter Pro_11_13 # A talebearer revealeth secrets: but he that is of a faithful spirit 
concealeth the matter.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

conceal his blood Gen_37_26 

conceal not Jer_50_02 



conceal GEN 037 026 And Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > said <00559 +>amar > unto his brethren <00251 +>ach 
> , What <04100 +mah > profit <01215 +betsa< > [ is it ] if <03588 +kiy > we slay <02026 +harag > our brother 
<00251 +>ach > , and {conceal} <03680 +kacah > his blood <01818 +dam > ? conceal DEU 013 008 Thou shalt 
not consent <14> unto him , nor <03808 +lo> > hearken <08085 +shama< > unto him ; neither <03808 +lo> > 
shall thine eye <05869 + pity <02347 +chuwc > him , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou spare <02550 +chamal > ,
neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou {conceal} <03680 +kacah > him : 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

conceal ^ Job_27_11 / conceal /^ 

conceal ^ Pro_25_02 / conceal /^a thing: but the honour of kings [is] to search out a matter. 

conceal ^ Deu_13_08 / conceal /^him: 

conceal ^ Gen_37_26 / conceal /^his blood? 

conceal ^ Job_41_12 / conceal /^his parts, nor his power, nor his comely proportion. 

conceal ^ Jer_50_02 / conceal /^not: say, Babylon is taken, Bel is confounded, Merodach is broken in 
pieces; her idols are confounded, her images are broken in pieces. 

concealed ^ Job_06_10 / concealed /^the words of the Holy One. 

concealed ^ Psa_40_10 / concealed /^thy lovingkindness and thy truth from the great congregation. 

concealeth ^ Pro_12_23 / concealeth /^knowledge: but the heart of fools proclaimeth foolishness. 

concealeth ^ Pro_11_13 / concealeth /^the matter. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

conceal Deu_13_08 Thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him; neither shall thine eye pity 
him, neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou {conceal} him: 

conceal Gen_37_26 And Judah said unto his brethren, What profit [is it] if we slay our brother, and 
{conceal} his blood? 

conceal Jer_50_02 Declare ye among the nations, and publish, and set up a standard; publish, [and] 
{conceal} not: say, Babylon is taken, Bel is confounded, Merodach is broken in pieces; her idols are 
confounded, her images are broken in pieces. 

conceal Job_41_12 I will not {conceal} his parts, nor his power, nor his comely proportion. 

conceal Job_27_11 I will teach you by the hand of God: [that] which [is] with the Almighty will I not 
{conceal}. 

conceal Pro_25_02 [It is] the glory of God to {conceal} a thing: but the honour of kings [is] to search out a 
matter. 

concealed Psa_40_10 I have not hid thy righteousness within my heart; I have declared thy faithfulness and 
thy salvation: I have not {concealed} thy lovingkindness and thy truth from the great congregation. 

concealed Job_06_10 Then should I yet have comfort; yea, I would harden myself in sorrow: let him not 
spare; for I have not {concealed} the words of the Holy One. 

concealeth Pro_11_13 A talebearer revealeth secrets: but he that is of a faithful spirit {concealeth} the 
matter. 

concealeth Pro_12_23 A prudent man {concealeth} knowledge: but the heart of fools proclaimeth 
foolishness. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
conceal Deu_13_08 Thou shalt not consent (14) unto him , nor (03808 +lo) ) hearken (08085 +shama( ) unto 
him ; neither (03808 +lo) ) shall thine eye (05869 +(ayin ) pity (02347 +chuwc ) him , neither (03808 +lo) ) 
shalt thou spare (02550 +chamal ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) shalt thou {conceal} (03680 +kacah ) him : 

conceal Gen_37_26 And Judah (03063 +Y@huwdah ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto his brethren (00251 +)ach )
, What (04100 +mah ) profit (01215 +betsa( ) [ is it ] if (03588 +kiy ) we slay (02026 +harag ) our brother 
(00251 +)ach ) , and {conceal} (03680 +kacah ) his blood (01818 +dam ) ? 

conceal Jer_50_02 Declare (05046 +nagad ) ye among the nations (01471 +gowy ) , and publish (08085 
+shama( ) , and set (05375 +nasa) ) up a standard (05251 +nec ) ; publish (08085 +shama( ) , [ and ] 
{conceal} (03582 +kachad ) not:say (00559 +)amar ) , Babylon (00894 +Babel ) is taken (03920 +lakad ) , Bel
(01078 +Bel ) is confounded (03001 +yabesh ) , Merodach (04781 +M@rodak ) is broken (02844 +chath ) in 
pieces ; her idols (06091 +(atsab ) are confounded (03001 +yabesh ) , her images (01544 +gilluwl ) are 
broken (02865 +chathath ) in pieces . 

conceal Job_27_11 . I will teach (03384 +yarah ) you by the hand (03027 +yad ) of God (00410 +)el ):[ that ] 
which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] with the Almighty (07706 +Shadday ) will I not {conceal} (03582 +kachad ) . 

conceal Job_41_12 I will not {conceal} (02790 +charash ) his parts (00905 +bad ) , nor his power (01369 
+g@buwrah ) , nor his comely (02433 +chiyn ) proportion (06187 +(erek ) . 

conceal Pro_25_02 . [ It is ] the glory (03519 +kabowd ) of God (00430 +)elohiym ) to {conceal} (05641 
+cathar ) a thing (01697 +dabar ):but the honour (03519 +kabowd ) of kings (04428 +melek ) [ is ] to search 
(02713 +chaqar ) out a matter (01697 +dabar ) . 

concealed Job_06_10 Then should I yet (05750 +(owd ) have (01961 +hayah ) comfort (05165 +nechamah ) ;
yea , I would harden (05539 +calad ) myself in sorrow (02427 +chiyl ):let him not spare (02550 +chamal ) ; 
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for I have not {concealed} (03582 +kachad ) the words (00561 +)emer ) of the Holy (06918 +qadowsh ) One .

concealed Psa_40_10 I have not hid (03680 +kacah ) thy righteousness (06666 +ts@daqah ) within (08432 
+tavek ) my heart (03820 +leb ) ; I have declared (00559 +)amar ) thy faithfulness (00530 +)emuwnah ) and 
thy salvation (08668 +t@shuw(ah ):I have not {concealed} (03582 +kachad ) thy lovingkindness (02617 
+checed ) and thy truth (00571 +)emeth ) from the great (07227 +rab ) congregation (06951 +qahal ) . 

concealeth Pro_11_13 A talebearer revealeth (01540 +galah ) secrets (04575 +ma(adannah ):but he that is of
a faithful (00539 +)aman ) spirit (07307 +ruwach ) {concealeth} (03680 +kacah ) the matter (01697 +dabar )
. 

concealeth Pro_12_23 . A prudent (06175 +(aruwm ) man (00120 +)adam ) {concealeth} (03680 +kacah ) 
knowledge (01847 +da(ath ):but the heart (03820 +leb ) of fools (03684 +k@ciyl ) proclaimeth (07121 +qara)
) foolishness (00200 +)ivveleth ) . 
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conceal , DE , 13:8 conceal , GE , 37:26 conceal , JER , 50:2 conceal , JOB , 27:11 , JOB , 41:12 conceal , PR , 25:2 concealed , JOB , 6:10 concealed , PS , 40:10 concealeth , PR , 11:13 , PR , 12:23 back 5288 # hupostello 
{hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep) {back}, shun, withdraw.[ql cover 4780 # sugkalupto {soong-kal-oop'-to}; 
from 4862 and 2572; to conceal altogether: -- {cover}.[ql draw 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- 
{draw} (keep) back, shun, withdraw.[ql hid 1470 # ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- {hid} in.[ql hide 4032 # perikrupto {per-ee-kroop'-to}; from 4012 and 2928; to conceal all 
around, i.e. entirely: -- {hide}.[ql hide 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- {hide} (self), keep secret, secret[- ly].[ql hide 0613 # apokrupto {ap-ok-roop'-to}; from 575 and 2928; to conceal 
away (i.e. fully); figuratively, to keep secret: -- {hide}.[ql in 1470 # ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- hid {in}.[ql keep 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal 
(properly, by covering): -- hide (self), {keep} secret, secret[- ly].[ql keep 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve):
-- draw ({keep}) back, shun, withdraw.[ql secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), keep secret, {secret}[- ly].[ql secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal 
(properly, by covering): -- hide (self), keep {secret}, secret[- ly].[ql self 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide ({self}), keep secret, secret[- ly].[ql shun 5288 # hupostello 
{hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep) back, {shun}, withdraw.[ql withdraw 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; 
from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep) back, shun, {withdraw}.[ql conceal Interlinear Index Study conceal GEN 037 026 And Judah 
<03063 +Y@huwdah > said <00559 +>amar > unto his brethren <00251 +>ach > , What <04100 +mah > profit <01215 +betsa< > [ is it ] if <03588 +kiy > we slay <02026 +harag > our brother <00251 +>ach > , and {conceal} <03680
+kacah > his blood <01818 +dam > ? conceal DEU 013 008 Thou shalt not consent <14> unto him , nor <03808 +lo> > hearken <08085 +shama< > unto him ; neither <03808 +lo> > shall thine eye <05869 + pity <02347 +chuwc > 
him , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou spare <02550 +chamal > , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou {conceal} <03680 +kacah > him : conceal JOB 027 011 . I will teach <03384 +yarah > you by the hand <03027 +yad > of God <00410
+>el > : [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] with the Almighty <07706 +Shadday > will I not {conceal} <03582 +kachad > . conceal JOB 041 012 I will not {conceal} <02790 +charash > his parts <00905 +bad > , nor his power 
<01369 +g@buwrah > , nor his comely <02433 +chiyn > proportion <06187 + . conceal PRO 025 002 . [ It is ] the glory <03519 +kabowd > of God <00430 +>elohiym > to {conceal} <05641 +cathar > a thing <01697 +dabar > : but 
the honour <03519 +kabowd > of kings <04428 +melek > [ is ] to search <02713 +chaqar > out a matter <01697 +dabar > . conceal JER 050 002 Declare <05046 +nagad > ye among the nations <01471 +gowy > , and publish <08085 
+shama< > , and set <05375 +nasa> > up a standard <05251 +nec > ; publish <08085 +shama< > , [ and ] {conceal} <03582 +kachad > not : say <00559 +>amar > , Babylon <00894 +Babel > is taken <03920 +lakad > , Bel <01078 
+Bel > is confounded <03001 +yabesh > , Merodach <04781 +M@rodak > is broken <02844 +chath > in pieces ; her idols <06091 + are confounded <03001 +yabesh > , her images <01544 +gilluwl > are broken <02865 +chathath > 
in pieces . conceal his blood conceal not neither shalt thou conceal him will not conceal his parts - conceal , 2790 , 3582 , 3680 , 5641 , conceal GEN 037 026 And Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > said <00559 +>amar > unto his brethren 
<00251 +>ach > , What <04100 +mah > profit <01215 +betsa< > [ is it ] if <03588 +kiy > we slay <02026 +harag > our brother <00251 +>ach > , and {conceal} <03680 +kacah > his blood <01818 +dam > ? conceal DEU 013 008 
Thou shalt not consent <14> unto him , nor <03808 +lo> > hearken <08085 +shama< > unto him ; neither <03808 +lo> > shall thine eye <05869 + pity <02347 +chuwc > him , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou spare <02550 +chamal 
> , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou {conceal} <03680 +kacah > him : conceal -2790 cease , {conceal} , deaf , devise , deviseth , ear , graven , held , hold , holdest , holdeth , imagine , kept , left , peace , plow , plowed , plowers , 
plowing , plowman , practised , quiet , rest , secretly , silence , silent , speak , speaking , still , tongue , worker , wrought , conceal -3582 {conceal} , concealed , cut , desolate , hid , hide , conceal -3680 clad , closed , clothed , {conceal}
, concealeth , cover , covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , covering , flee , hid , hide , hideth , overwhelmed , conceal -5641 absent , close , {conceal} , hid , hide , hidest , hideth , kept , secret , concealed -3582 conceal , 
{concealed} , cut , desolate , hid , hide , concealeth -3680 clad , closed , clothed , conceal , {concealeth} , cover , covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , covering , flee , hid , hide , hideth , overwhelmed , conceal 2790 -- charash -- X
altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear,graven, imagine, leave off speaking, hold peace, plow(-er, man), be quiet,rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a word, bestill, hold tongue, worker. conceal 3582 -- 
kachad -- {conceal}, cut down (off), desolate, hide. conceal 3680 -- kacah -- clad self, close, clothe, {conceal}, cover (self), (fleeto) hide, overwhelm. conceal 5641 -- cathar -- be absent, keep close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep)secret, 
X surely. conceal 2790 ## charash {khaw-rash'}; a primitive root; to scratch, i.e. (by implication) to engrave, plough; hence (from the use of tools) to fabricate (of any material); figuratively, to devise (in a bad sense); hence (from the 
idea of secrecy) to be silent, to let alone; hence (by implication) to be deaf (as an accompaniment of dumbness): -- X altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear, graven, imagine, leave off speaking, hold peace, plow(-er, man), be 
quiet, rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a word, be still, hold tongue, worker. [ql conceal 3582 ## kachad {kaw-khad'}; a primitive root; to secrete, by act or word; hence (intensively) to destroy: -- {conceal}, cut 
down (off), desolate, hide. [ql conceal 3680 ## kacah {kaw-saw'}; a primitive root; properly, to plump, i.e . fill up hollows; by implication, to cover (for clothing or secrecy): -- clad self, close, clothe, {conceal}, cover (self), (flee to) 
hide, overwhelm. Compare 3780. [ql conceal 5641 ## cathar {saw-thar'}; a primitive root; to hide (by covering), literally or figuratively: -- be absent, keep close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep) secret, X surely.[ql conceal 025 002 Pro 
/^{conceal /a thing : but the honour of kings is to search out a matter . conceal 013 008 Deu /^{conceal /him: conceal 037 026 Gen /^{conceal /his blood ? conceal 041 012 Job /^{conceal /his parts , nor his power , nor his comely 
proportion . conceal 050 002 Jer /^{conceal /not: say , Babylon is taken , Bel is confounded , Merodach is broken in pieces ; her idols are confounded , her images are broken in pieces . concealed 006 010 Job /^{concealed /the words of
the Holy One . concealed 040 010 Psa /^{concealed /thy lovingkindness and thy truth from the great congregation . concealeth 012 023 Pro /^{concealeth /knowledge : but the heart of fools proclaimeth foolishness . concealeth 011 013 
Pro /^{concealeth /the matter . 



conceal , DE , 13:8 conceal , GE , 37:26 conceal , JER , 50:2 conceal , JOB , 27:11 , JOB , 41:12 conceal , PR , 
25:2 concealed , JOB , 6:10 concealed , PS , 40:10 concealeth , PR , 11:13 , PR , 12:23



back 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) 
to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw (keep) {back}, shun, withdraw.[ql cover 4780 # 
sugkalupto {soong-kal-oop'-to}; from 4862 and 2572; to conceal altogether: -- {cover}.[ql draw 5288 # hupostello
{hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, 
(figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- {draw} (keep) back, shun, withdraw.[ql hid 1470 # ekgrupto 
{eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- {hid} in.[ql hide 4032 # perikrupto 
{per-ee-kroop'-to}; from 4012 and 2928; to conceal all around, i.e. entirely: -- {hide}.[ql hide 2928 # krupto 
{kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- {hide} (self), keep secret, secret[- ly].[ql hide 
0613 # apokrupto {ap-ok-roop'-to}; from 575 and 2928; to conceal away (i.e. fully); figuratively, to keep secret: --
{hide}.[ql in 1470 # ekgrupto {eng-kroop'-to}; from 1722 and 2928; to conceal in, i.e. incorporate with: -- hid 
{in}.[ql keep 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), {keep} 
secret, secret[- ly].[ql keep 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to withhold under (out of 
sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw ({keep}) back, shun, 
withdraw.[ql secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering): -- hide (self), 
keep secret, {secret}[- ly].[ql secret 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, by covering):
-- hide (self), keep {secret}, secret[- ly].[ql self 2928 # krupto {kroop'-to}; a primary verb; to conceal (properly, 
by covering): -- hide ({self}), keep secret, secret[- ly].[ql shun 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and
4724; to withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- 
draw (keep) back, {shun}, withdraw.[ql withdraw 5288 # hupostello {hoop-os-tel'-lo}; from 5259 and 4724; to 
withhold under (out of sight), i.e. (reflexively) to cower or shrink, (figuratively) to conceal (reserve): -- draw 
(keep) back, shun, {withdraw}.[ql







conceal -2790 cease , {conceal} , deaf , devise , deviseth , ear , graven , held , hold , holdest , holdeth , imagine , 
kept , left , peace , plow , plowed , plowers , plowing , plowman , practised , quiet , rest , secretly , silence , silent ,
speak , speaking , still , tongue , worker , wrought , conceal -3582 {conceal} , concealed , cut , desolate , hid , hide
, conceal -3680 clad , closed , clothed , {conceal} , concealeth , cover , covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , 
covering , flee , hid , hide , hideth , overwhelmed , conceal -5641 absent , close , {conceal} , hid , hide , hidest , 
hideth , kept , secret , concealed -3582 conceal , {concealed} , cut , desolate , hid , hide , concealeth -3680 clad , 
closed , clothed , conceal , {concealeth} , cover , covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , covering , flee , hid , 
hide , hideth , overwhelmed ,



conceal 2790 -- charash -- X altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear,graven, imagine, leave off speaking,
hold peace, plow(-er, man), be quiet,rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a word, bestill, hold 
tongue, worker. conceal 3582 -- kachad -- {conceal}, cut down (off), desolate, hide. conceal 3680 -- kacah -- clad 
self, close, clothe, {conceal}, cover (self), (fleeto) hide, overwhelm. conceal 5641 -- cathar -- be absent, keep 
close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep)secret, X surely.







conceal 2790 ## charash {khaw-rash'}; a primitive root; to scratch, i.e. (by implication) to engrave, plough; hence 
(from the use of tools) to fabricate (of any material); figuratively, to devise (in a bad sense); hence (from the idea 
of secrecy) to be silent, to let alone; hence (by implication) to be deaf (as an accompaniment of dumbness): -- X 
altogether, cease, {conceal}, be deaf, devise, ear, graven, imagine, leave off speaking, hold peace, plow(-er, man), 
be quiet, rest, practise secretly, keep silence, be silent, speak not a word, be still, hold tongue, worker. [ql conceal 
3582 ## kachad {kaw-khad'}; a primitive root; to secrete, by act or word; hence (intensively) to destroy: -- 
{conceal}, cut down (off), desolate, hide. [ql conceal 3680 ## kacah {kaw-saw'}; a primitive root; properly, to 
plump, i.e . fill up hollows; by implication, to cover (for clothing or secrecy): -- clad self, close, clothe, {conceal},
cover (self), (flee to) hide, overwhelm. Compare 3780. [ql conceal 5641 ## cathar {saw-thar'}; a primitive root; to 
hide (by covering), literally or figuratively: -- be absent, keep close, {conceal}, hide (self), (keep) secret, X 
surely.[ql
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conceal Interlinear Index Study conceal GEN 037 026 And Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > said <00559 +>amar > 
unto his brethren <00251 +>ach > , What <04100 +mah > profit <01215 +betsa< > [ is it ] if <03588 +kiy > we 
slay <02026 +harag > our brother <00251 +>ach > , and {conceal} <03680 +kacah > his blood <01818 +dam > ? 
conceal DEU 013 008 Thou shalt not consent <14> unto him , nor <03808 +lo> > hearken <08085 +shama< > 
unto him ; neither <03808 +lo> > shall thine eye <05869 + pity <02347 +chuwc > him , neither <03808 +lo> > 
shalt thou spare <02550 +chamal > , neither <03808 +lo> > shalt thou {conceal} <03680 +kacah > him : conceal 
JOB 027 011 . I will teach <03384 +yarah > you by the hand <03027 +yad > of God <00410 +>el > : [ that ] 
which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] with the Almighty <07706 +Shadday > will I not {conceal} <03582 +kachad > . 
conceal JOB 041 012 I will not {conceal} <02790 +charash > his parts <00905 +bad > , nor his power <01369 
+g@buwrah > , nor his comely <02433 +chiyn > proportion <06187 + . conceal PRO 025 002 . [ It is ] the glory 
<03519 +kabowd > of God <00430 +>elohiym > to {conceal} <05641 +cathar > a thing <01697 +dabar > : but 
the honour <03519 +kabowd > of kings <04428 +melek > [ is ] to search <02713 +chaqar > out a matter <01697 
+dabar > . conceal JER 050 002 Declare <05046 +nagad > ye among the nations <01471 +gowy > , and publish 
<08085 +shama< > , and set <05375 +nasa> > up a standard <05251 +nec > ; publish <08085 +shama< > , [ and ]
{conceal} <03582 +kachad > not : say <00559 +>amar > , Babylon <00894 +Babel > is taken <03920 +lakad > , 
Bel <01078 +Bel > is confounded <03001 +yabesh > , Merodach <04781 +M@rodak > is broken <02844 +chath 
> in pieces ; her idols <06091 + are confounded <03001 +yabesh > , her images <01544 +gilluwl > are broken 
<02865 +chathath > in pieces .



conceal his blood conceal not neither shalt thou conceal him will not conceal his parts 



conceal Pro_25_02 /^{conceal /a thing : but the honour of kings is to search out a matter . conceal Deu_13_08 
/^{conceal /him: conceal Gen_37_26 /^{conceal /his blood ? conceal Job_41_12 /^{conceal /his parts , nor his 
power , nor his comely proportion . conceal Jer_50_02 /^{conceal /not: say , Babylon is taken , Bel is confounded 
, Merodach is broken in pieces ; her idols are confounded , her images are broken in pieces . concealed Job_06_10
/^{concealed /the words of the Holy One . concealed Psa_40_10 /^{concealed /thy lovingkindness and thy truth 
from the great congregation . concealeth Pro_12_23 /^{concealeth /knowledge : but the heart of fools proclaimeth 
foolishness . concealeth Pro_11_13 /^{concealeth /the matter .





- conceal , 2790 , 3582 , 3680 , 5641 , 
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